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Abstrat

Many ompiler optimizations require side-e�et information, espeially when applied

to objet-oriented languages. Just-in-time ompilers perform many optimizations, often

making optimizations on byteode redundant or even detrimental. However, preise side-

e�et information an be omputed before run-time, and ommuniated to the just-in-time

ompiler in lass �le attributes. This is espeially useful beause preise side-e�et analyses

are too expensive to be inluded in just-in-time ompilers.

This report presents and evaluates the implementation of a side-e�et analysis for Java,

and a representation of side-e�et information as annotations in lass �le attributes. These

are designed to be pratial in terms of analysis speed, memory requirements, and size of

the annotation, and the evaluation shows that these design goals are satis�ed. The analysis

is measured to be signi�antly more preise than the simple side-e�et heuristi used by

just-in-time ompilers, in that it rules out up to 83.2% of the dependenes found between

instrutions.

1 Introdution and Motivation

The just-in-time ompilers found in ommerial Java virtual mahines being written today

perform inreasingly sophistiated optimizations. As a result, the native ode that they produe

is inreasingly di�erent from the byteode that they take as input. This makes many of the

low-level optimizations performed on byteode redundant, beause the just-in-time ompiler

performs them a seond time, or perhaps undoes them. However, Soot remains useful for

performing high-level optimizations, whih are unlikely to be a�eted by the translation to

native ode, and for whole-program analyses that are too expensive for a just-in-time ompiler

to perform at run-time. A just-in-time ompiler an make use of the pre-omputed results of

suh an analysis enoded in lass �le attributes.

Side-e�et analysis is an example of an expensive whole-program analysis that an aid the

just-in-time ompiler to produe more aggressively optimized native ode. The purpose of this
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Figure 1: Code example

foo() {

this.x = 0;

for( int i = 0; i < 1000000; i++ ) {

this.bar();

this.y[i℄ = this.x;

}

}

analysis is to estimate the sets of run-time objets whih eah instrution and eah method of

the program may a�et. Having suh an estimate may allow a ompiler to perform ommon-

subexpression-elimination-like optimizations of loads and stores in the presene of method alls.

As an example, onsider the example ode in �gure 1. If we knew that bar() does not read or

write this.x, then we ould move the load of this.x out of the loop. Furthermore, if we knew

that bar() performs no writes or native method alls, we ould move the all out of the loop,

or remove it entirely.

This projet is an implementation of a side-e�et analysis whose result is enoded in Java

lass �le attributes, where it an be read by a just-in-time ompiler. The implementation an

analyze and annotate medium-sized benhmark programs in about half an hour using under

800 MB of memory, and the resulting annotation is ompat enough to be inluded in the lass

�les; in most ases, the annotation itself is muh smaller than the byteode, and it ould easily

be made smaller still. The interfae between the points-to analysis and side-e�et analysis is

learly de�ned, to enable experimentation with variations in the points-to analysis.

2 Bakground and Related Work

A large amount of researh has been published on side-e�et analysis, as well as on the alias

or points-to analysis that it requires, and their many other uses; a long list of referenes an

be found at http://www.math.tau.a.il/~guy/pa/pointer-analysis.html. In this projet

report, I list only those publiations spei�ally relevant to this projet. The ow-insensitive

and ontext-insensitive points-to analysis that I use to ompute side-e�et information is based

on Andersen's points-to analysis for C [1℄, modi�ed for Java. The resulting analysis is very

similar to, but more preise than, Variable Type Analysis [9℄. Liang, Pennings and Harrold [6℄

also disuss extending Andersen's analysis for Java, but they do not use it to ompute side-e�et

information. Clausen desribes a lear side-e�et analysis for Java using very simple points-to

information [3℄. Clausen's side-e�et analysis is similar to the one used in this projet, but

uses a less aurate points-to analysis. Rountev and Ryder [8℄ give a points-to and side-e�et
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analysis whih an analyze parts of a program, and merge the results together; this may be

useful to split the analysis results between the various lass �les omprising the program.

Reently, several papers have been published about ommuniating results of stati analyses

to Java virtual mahines. The Sable group desribes a framework for embedding attributes in

byteode [7℄, based on Soot [10℄, and they give null hek and array bounds hek elimination as

example analyses. Krintz and Calder [4℄ use annotations to ommuniate analysis results and

pro�ling information to Intel's ORP JIT. Azevedo, Niolau and Hummel [2℄ also use attributes

to ommuniate pre-omputed analysis results to a just-in-time ompiler.

The side-e�et analysis desribed in this report is part of SPARK: the Soot Pointer Analysis

Researh Kit [5℄. Please see the SPARK poster for a view of the big piture.

3 Spei� Problem Statement

The purpose of this projet is to design a representation of side-e�et information in attributes,

to implement a module within Soot to onstrut this representation from a variety of points-to

analyses, and to link this module with some points-to analyses already implemented. The im-

plementation should be evaluated in terms of analysis speed, the size of the resulting annotation,

and the preision of the information omputed.

4 Solution Strategy and Implementation

This projet onsists of the following tasks:

1. Design a representation of side-e�et information in lass �le attributes. The spei�ation

of this representation is given in the appendix.

2. Implement a module within Soot whih interfaes to a points-to analysis, produes side-

e�et information from it, and enodes the information in lass �le attributes.

3. Evaluate the eÆieny of the implementation, and measure the approximate improvement

in the preision of side-e�et information. These results are presented later in this report.

I performed the above three steps iteratively until my implementation satis�ed the following

design goals:

1. The annotations themselves should be reasonable in size. Spei�ally, they should not be

larger than the original lass �le.
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2. The annotations should be omputable in 800 MB of memory for small to medium-sized

benhmarks, suh as the SPECjvm benhmarks, or the benhmarks developed by students

in this ourse.

3. The annotations should be omputable in a reasonable time. I would like to be able to

analyze small benhmarks in about �ve minutes, and medium-sized benhmarks in about

half an hour.

4.1 Representation details

The information to be enoded takes the form of dependenes between instrutions. For exam-

ple, a lient might want to know whether a write to p.f in one instrution may overwrite the

value written to q.f in another instrution.

It is diÆult to enode an abstrat loation, suh as p.f, beause the loal variable p may

appear in the byteode as an unlabeled stak loation. Rather than try to enode variables in

some way, I deided instead to enode the dependenes between instrutions. For example, a

write to p.f overwriting the value written to q.f would be enoded as a Write-Write dependene

between the two byteode instrutions writing p.f and q.f. A lient reading the annotation

an onvert this dependene into whatever internal representation it has for p.f and q.f. For

eah pair of statements, the annotation spei�es whether there is a Write-Write, Write-Read,

Read-Write, or Read-Read dependene between them. Although the Read-Read dependenes

may not be useful to a just-in-time ompiler, I inluded them for ompleteness; they ould be

removed.

The size of this representation grows quadratially as the number of inter-dependent in-

strutions in the method being analyzed. Most methods are short, and even longer methods

tend to have few instrutions that are inter-dependent. However, some methods are like the

onstrutor of spe.io.TableOfExistingFiles, ontained in the harness of all the SPECjvm

benhmarks. This method onsists of 633 alls to the put method of java.util.Hashtable.

Sine all of these alls read and write the same loations, they should all have dependenes

between them enoded, leading to 400689 dependenes of eah type. Furthermore, the methods

alled from eah of these all sites possibly all a large number of other methods, so the all

sites take a long time and a large amount of memory to analyze.

To limit the growth of the annotation size and amount of omputation required, I devised

a way to redue the size of the set of dependenes as it is being omputed. Eah instrution is

assigned a pair of numbers, representing the loations that the instrution an read and write.

Dependenes are then omputed between these numbered loations, rather than the instrutions

themselves. The simplest suh assignment of numbered loations would assign distint loations

to eah instrution, and the resulting dependene graph would be as large as the dependene

graph between instrutions. However, some sets of instrutions an easily be determined to read

or write the same loations, and an therefore share the same numbered loations, reduing the
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e�etive number of instrutions to be onsidered. Spei�ally, all method alls with equal sets

of possible transitive targets share read and write loations. Also, all �eld referene expressions

having the same base pointer and the same �eld share the same loation. This redues the

633 method alls in spe.io.TableOfExistingFiles to a single pair of numbered loations,

drastially reduing the size of the annotation and the time and memory needed to ompute it.

However, this approah makes it slightly more diÆult for the lient to extrat the information.

In order to determine whether there is a dependene between two instrutions, it must look up

the numbered loations read and written by the instrutions, and then look in the graph for

dependenes between these loations.

In addition to the relationships between the loations read and written by statements, the

side-e�et annotation enodes, for eah all site, whether a native method may be alled from

the all site, or transitively from any methods that may be alled from it. This information

may be useful to lients of the side-e�et analysis, and it is trivial to ompute while omputing

the side-e�et information.

4.2 Implementation details

A detailed disussion of the points-to analysis used is beyond the sope of this report. For all

experimental results presented, the points-to analysis has the following properties:

� Flow-insensitive

� Context-insensitive

� Subset-based (Andersen)

� Objet instanes distinguished when onsidering �eld and array referenes

� Delared types and asts respeted

� Initial all graph reated using lass hierarhy analysis

� Variables split into UD-DU webs

The points-to analysis produes, for eah loal variable of pointer type, an abstrat set of

the possible loations to whih it ould point. From this information, the side-e�et analysis

omputes abstrat sets of loations read and written by eah instrution. These loations

inlude instane �elds, stati �elds, and array elements. The abstrat sets for eah instrution

an be ombined into larger abstrat sets for eah method. These sets ontain all loations

aessed within the method, but not those aessed in other methods that it may all. Finally,

the sets for eah method an be ombined into even larger sets that enode, for eah all site,

the set of loations aessed in all the methods possibly alled from the all site, and other
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methods transitively alled from them. This yields sets for all instrutions, inluding invoke

instrutions, that an be used to determine whether dependenes exist between them.

A naive implementation of this reursive de�nition of read and write sets would be hopelessly

slow, beause many all sites have large numbers of transitive targets, and the sets for eah

target would have to be reomputed at eah all site. On the other hand, I found that an

implementation that memoizes all read and write sets requires more than 800 MB of memory

to analyze even medium-sized programs. I hose a ompromise between memory requirements

and running time. For the experiments that I am presenting in this report, I ahed the abstrat

set aessed by eah statement and method, but not the abstrat set aessed by eah all site.

5 Experimental Framework

I used the implementation to produe side-e�et information in attributes for a set of twenty

benhmarks, in order to measure how well the design satis�es the design goals.

Without a just-in-time ompiler to use the side-e�et information in attributes, this projet

has little experimental value on its own. However, I evaluated the relative preision of the

side-e�et information produed by ounting the number of dependenes found. This number

an be ompared to the number of dependenes found by a simpler analysis, suh as the one in

the NaiveSideEffetTester in Soot. This onservative analysis onsiders aesses of the same

�eld to always be potentially aliased, regardless of the base pointer, and it onsiders method

alls to possibly read and write to all loations. A omparison of the number of dependenes

alone has limited value, beause it tells us nothing about the importane of the individual

dependenes found.

Eventually, I will modify a just-in-time ompiler to use the side-e�et information to perform

optimizations. I will then be able to measure atual speed improvements aused by optimiza-

tions enabled by the side-e�et information. Also, I will be able to study the e�ets of details

of the points-to analysis and side-e�et analysis on the usefulness of the side-e�et information.

5.1 Benhmark programs

To evaluate my implementation, I used the benhmarks from the SPECjvm suite and the

benhmarks reated by students in this ourse. Most of the benhmarks are either numerial,

using many arrays, or objet-oriented. The benhmarks range from small (about 1000 lines of

ode) to medium-sized (about 15000 lines of ode). The largest is Benh, Florian Loitsh's

ompiler from 308-520, with over 100000 lines. The SPECjvm benhmarks are also quite large,

beause they share the large harness that must be analyzed. Table 1 gives the size of eah

benhmark, in lines of soure ode, and in bytes of byteode. I did not have the omplete

soure of the SPECjvm benhmarks, so I annot report the exat number of lines. Note that
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Table 1: Sizes of benhmarks

Benhmark Bytes (byteode) Lines (soure)

BSCT20 16544 2378

DFT 25671 1519

Froggy 8709 386

GivensQR 2397 230

ICF 4720 315

Integrate 4386 362

LUAkermann 4893 417

MersennePrime 4687 364

PointsToGraph 8921 357

Puzzle 9535 529

oeÆients 13346 969

ompress 69139 ?

db 66891 ?

Benh 827088 112584

jak 166004 ?

java 540286 ?

jess 299272 ?

mpegaudio 167410 ?

mtrt 104570 ?

ramon�g 3003 162

raytrae 104543 ?

these sizes do not inlude the large Java library, whih must be analyzed, but for whih side-

e�et information is not produed.

6 Results

On the benhmarks used, the implemented analysis satis�es the stated design goals. It is able

to produe a reasonably-sized side-e�et annotation in �ve minutes for small and half an hour

for medium-sized benhmarks. All benhmarks an be suessfully analyzed in the available

800 MB of memory. The analysis result rules out up to 83.2% of the dependenes that would

be found by a fully onservative side-e�et analysis ommonly used in just-in-time ompilers.

6.1 Detailed Results

I studied extensively the annotations produed by the side-e�et analysis. In the proess,

I disovered and orreted several bugs in the handling of multi-dimensional arrays in the
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Figure 2: Annotation size
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underlying points-to analysis. Beause the results of ompiler analyses are large and diÆult

to verify, I annot guarantee that my implementation ontains no other bugs that may a�et

the results that I am presenting.

Figure 2 shows the size of the annotation enoded in attributes as a perentage of the size

of the original lass �les. The size of the original lass �les is measured after they have been

proessed by Soot with no optimization or annotation, whih typially makes them slightly

smaller. The side-e�et information enoded for this measurement is the most preise informa-

tion produed by this analysis: it is produed by using the result of a preise points-to analysis

to �rst trim the all graph, and then as the basis of a preise side-e�et analysis.

The annotation size is about half the size of the original byteode, and larger than the

byteode only on the ICF benhmark. The relative annotation size is slightly larger on the

small benhmarks from this ourse, beause they tend to ontain more of their ode in a small

number of large methods than the large SPECjvm benhmarks. Numerial benhmarks, suh

as DFT, ICF, and MersennePrime have larger annotation sizes, beause array operations use

many instrutions with possible side-e�ets. The annotation for the ICF benhmark is 220%

of the size of the byteode beause this benhmark does many operations on two arrays in

one very large main method. Beause the method operates on only two arrays, almost all the

instrutions have dependenes between eah other.
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Table 2: Analysis time

Benhmark Total analysis time (minutes)

Soot Fields No pointer Untrimmed Trimmed

only only analysis all graph all graph

BSCT20 0.4 3.0 3.1 4.1 4.2

DFT 0.4 3.2 3.3 4.7 4.7

Froggy 0.2 2.2 2.3 3.0 3.1

GivensQR 0.1 2.0 2.0 2.7 2.8

ICF 0.2 2.3 2.4 3.4 3.5

Integrate 0.2 2.4 2.3 3.2 3.2

LUAkermann 0.2 2.2 2.2 3.0 3.1

MersennePrime 0.1 2.0 2.0 2.7 2.8

PointsToGraph 0.2 2.5 2.5 3.5 3.5

Puzzle 0.2 2.4 2.4 3.2 3.2

oeÆients 0.2 2.3 2.3 3.1 3.2

ompress 1.0 9.8 10.0 19.5 19.4

db 0.8 8.8 10.1 18.2 17.8

Benh 7.0 33.0 115.4 130.0 114.8

jak 4.3 17.0 21.4 39.8 36.2

java 6.3 36.0 40.0 84.0 76.5

jess 4.9 27.2 33.9 72.3 65.1

mpegaudio 2.8 15.9 16.0 33.8 33.1

mtrt 1.4 11.5 12.0 24.6 24.0

ramon�g 0.1 2.0 2.0 2.8 2.8

raytrae 1.4 11.5 12.0 24.3 24.3

Table 2 shows the time taken to analyze eah benhmark. These times were measured on

a 750 MHz Sun UltraSPARC-III with 1 GB of memory, using the Sun HotSpot Client VM,

version 1.3.1-b24. Eah time given is the omplete running time of Soot, inluding (as applia-

ble) reading in the lass �les, onverting to Jimple, building a all graph using Class Hierarhy

Analysis, performing a points-to analysis, performing a side-e�et analysis, enoding side-e�et

information in attributes, emitting jasmin �les, and assembling these into lass �les. The �rst

olumn lists the name of eah benhmark. The seond olumn lists the time taken to read

the benhmark into Soot, and immediately write it bak to lass �les with no optimization or

annotation. Unlike the remaining olumns, this time does not inluding reading the standard

Java libraries and onstruting a all graph. The third olumn lists the time taken to annotate

the benhmark with fully onservative side-e�et information (assuming all pointers to be po-

tentially aliased, and all methods to potentially write to all loations). This information takes

almost no time to ompute, so the time is almost ompletely spent reading and writing the

lass �les, and enoding the side-e�et information in attributes. The fourth olumn lists the

time taken to annotate the benhmark using a preise side-e�et analysis, but assuming that
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Figure 3: Number of dependenes removed
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No pointer analysis

all pointers may be aliased (and therefore requiring no points-to analysis). The �fth olumn

lists the time taken to annotate the benhmark using a preise side-e�et analysis based on

a preise points-to analysis. Finally, the sixth olumn lists the time taken to annotate the

benhmark using the same analyses as in the �fth olumn, but trimming the all graph based

on the points-to information before starting the side-e�et analysis.

The small benhmarks are fully analyzed and annotated in under �ve minutes eah, as

required. The SPECjvm benhmarks take about half an hour eah, exept for the two largest

ones, java and jess, whih take over an hour eah. The side-e�et analysis for Benh takes lose

to two hours. While these times are aeptable for experimentation with side-e�et analysis,

some improvement would be welome. For most of the benhmarks, the time in the Fields

only olumn is more than half the time in the Trimmed all graph olumn, suggesting that a

signi�ant part of the time is the overhead of Soot, espeially the reading and writing of the

lass �les. However, espeially for the large benhmarks, the time for the side-e�et analysis is

also signi�ant, showing that the analysis itself needs to be tuned for performane. In the non-

trivial benhmarks, the time used to trim the all graph is more than reovered in the resulting

speedup of the side-e�et analysis. The points-to analysis appears expensive for some of the

benhmarks, but this is misleading: the longest points-to analysis (for java) takes �ve minutes

and two seonds. Most of the di�erene between the No pointer analysis and Untrimmed all

graph olumns is due to the side-e�et analysis taking longer when preise points-to information

is available.

Figure 3 shows the number of dependenes ruled out by the analysis as a fration of the
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total number of dependenes that would be found using a fully onservative analysis (whih

onsiders all pointers to be potentially aliased, and all method alls to potentially write to all

loations). Write-Write, Write-Read, Read-Write and Read-Read dependenes are all grouped

together in this graph, but I found that there were always approximately equal numbers of eah

type. The dark, bottom-most part of eah bar represents the fration of dependenes ruled

out by a side-e�et analysis that takes into aount �elds aessed by eah method, but that

onsiders all pointers to be possibly aliased (and therefore needs no points-to analysis). The

lighter part of eah bar represents the additional dependenes ruled out when the side-e�et

analysis uses preise points-to information. The slightly darker part at the top of eah bar

represents additional dependenes ruled out if (prior to the side-e�et analysis), the all graph

is trimmed based on the result of the points-to analysis.

Note that the number of dependenes ruled out tells us very little about how important

the dependenes were that were ruled out. Having said that, we an see that the analysis does

rule out many dependenes (up to 83.2% in DFT), espeially in the smaller benhmarks. Fewer

dependenes are ruled out in the large benhmarks. This is probably beause they ontain

large amounts of ode in methods that are far from being leaf methods, in that they all many

other methods, and this ode is likely to have atual dependenes due to some of the methods

that may be alled. On the other hand, in the smaller benhmarks, almost all methods are

leaf methods, and therefore not likely to have many side e�ets. The preise omputation of

interproedural side-e�ets rules out many more dependenes in the large benhmarks than the

preise points-to analysis. This is to be expeted, sine the large benhmarks ontain many

methods. In spite of this, I believe that the preision of the points-to information rules out

important dependenes, and that it will be found to have a signi�ant e�et on the usefulness

of the side-e�et information.

Figure 4 shows the fration of all sites determined by the side-e�et analysis not to reah

native methods. That is, neither the target of the all, nor any methods alled transitively from

the target may be native. For eah measurement, preise points-to and side-e�et analyses were

performed. The lighter part of eah bar represents the fration of all sites determined not to

reah native methods when the all graph was not trimmed using the result of the points-to

analysis. The darker part at the top of eah bar represents the additional fration of all sites

determined not to reah native methods when the all graph was trimmed before starting the

side-e�et analysis.

7 Future Work

Sine the purpose of this projet was to build infrastruture for experiments, the obvious next

step is to perform those experiments. In partiular, I would like to modify a just-in-time

ompiler to make use of the side-e�et information that this analysis produes. I ould then

observe how muh it helps the just-in-time ompiler to produe eÆient ode. I also plan to

experiment with variations in the points-to analyses used by the side-e�et analysis.
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Figure 4: Call sites not reahing native methods
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The results of the side-e�et analysis should be made available to other Soot analyses, not

just enoded in attributes. This requires implementing the SideEffetTester interfae. This

should be a small job, but it is one that I have been putting o� while �nishing this report.

The pointer analysis framework, inluding the side-e�et analysis, will always bene�t from

additional testing. In order to failitate this, it would be nie to design a way to browse the

pointer assignment graph, points-to analysis result, and side-e�et information. These results

are sometimes so large that they are diÆult to browse if dumped to a single large �le. They

ould perhaps be enoded in a group of HTML �les with links between them.

Finally, it may beome neessary to improve either the running time or annotation size of the

side-e�et analysis further. The annotation result ould be made smaller in several ways. First,

its enoding in the lass �le ould be made more eÆient. The urrent enoding uses the same

seven byte reord format for every instrution that ould possibly have a side e�et. However,

some instrutions obviously read but don't write, or vie versa, and only invoke instrutions

have any possibility of ausing native methods to be exeuted. A di�erent, shorter reord ould

be used for these instrutions. Also, eah reord inludes two bytes for the byteode o�set. If

the reords were sorted by their byteode o�set, this �eld would not need to be enoded, beause

the lient ould reonstrut it using the byteode. These simple optimizations would redue

the annotation size by about 50% at the ost of more work on the lient side. The annotation

size ould also be redued by further ondensing the dependene graph that it ontains. The

urrent implementation shares numbered loations between statements that an be easily seen

to have the same read and write sets, but it does not �nd all suh possibilities for sharing. In
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fat, it is possible to use the same numbered loation for instrutions whose read and write sets

are not the same, but similar enough that using the same numbered loation for them would

not hange the side-e�et relationships enoded. Spei�ally, the following are neessary and

suÆient onditions allowing two numbered loations x and y to be merged without reduing

the preision of the side-e�et information:

� x and y have a non-empty intersetion, and

� the set of other numbered loations having a non-empty intersetion with x is the same

as the set of other numbered loations having a non-empty intersetion with y

It would be interesting to see how muh the annotation size ould be redued in this way.

8 Conlusions

This report desribed an implementation of a side-e�et analysis for Java whose result is enoded

in lass �le attributes. The experiments showed that the analysis rules out a signi�antly higher

number of dependenes than the simple approximation often used, in whih method alls are

assumed to possibly aess any memory loation, and pointers are all assumed to be potentially

aliased. However, more work is neessary to determine whether the dependenes ruled out

are truly important ones. The annotation is small enough, and the analysis fast enough to be

used for typial benhmarks. This infrastruture will enable measurements of the usefulness of

side-e�et information in just-in-time ompilers, and of the e�ets of various points-to analyses

on the preision of this information.
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A Annotation format

The side-e�et information for eah method is enoded in two attributes: a ode attribute with

the name SideE�etAttribute, and a method attribute with the name DependeneGraph.

A.1 SideE�etAttribute

This attribute maps statements to abstrat loations read and written, and also indiates whih

invoke statements may transitively all native methods.

0 1

reord

ount

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

byteode read write alls

o�set set set native

� � �
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The �rst two bytes of the attribute are a big-endian integer speifying the number of reords

to follow.

Eah reord that follows onsists of seven bytes:

� The �rst two bytes are a big-endian integer speifying the byteode o�set of the instrution

that this reord desribes.

� The third and fourth bytes are the number of the numbered loation read by the instru-

tion that this reord desribes.

� The �fth and sixth bytes are the number of the numbered loation written by the instru-

tion that this reord desribes.

� The least signi�ant bit of the seventh byte is one if the instrution that this reord

desribes invokes a method that may be a native method, and zero otherwise. The

remaining bits are reserved.

The speial numbered loation 0xffff indiates a non-existent loation, and is used to

indiate that an instrution does not read or write anything. For example, the reord for a

get�eld instrution will speify the loation that the instrution reads, and 0xffff for the

loation that it writes.

A.2 DependeneGraph

This attribute spei�es dependenes between numbered loations.

0 1 2 3

set set

� � �

It onsists of a number of reords, eah four bytes in length. The �rst two bytes and the last

two bytes of eah reord eah speify a numbered loation. If a numbered loation may overlap

another numbered loation, then the two loations will appear as a reord in this attribute.

Note that eah unordered pair of loations is enoded in the attribute only one, with the

lower-numbered loation listed �rst, but the relation is symmetri.
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